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~R̈ẍW©ze©i¥v¥`~
Name: _______________

What is Rashi’s
question on the posuk?

For
Discussion:

My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

What is Rashi’s explanation?

What would you say
are the key words and
phrases in this Rashi?

he reached

Can you explain
the whole Rashi

in your own words?

and this
is why

Rashi’s question on this posuk
is based on a word that appears
in another posuk. Explain this.

he spent
the night

he lay down

it says
the STONE
(singular)

he put
THEM (plural)

he made /
arranged

them
in the
shape

of a
drainpipe

(a semi-circle)
he fearedwild animals

they beganarguing

upon me
he will
place

immediately
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(continued)
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My child was able to explain and discuss these texts well / very well / excellently.

~R̈ẍW©ze©i¥v¥`~

who
accompanied

him

go outto Heaven

to accompany
him

I woudn’t have slept

holy

is opposite
(directly
above)

above

below

go up
their

prayers

its Midrashic
explanation

Now read and explain these Rashis:
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